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Introduction 
 
The Lyttelton/Mt Herbert Community Board (the Board) represents 6000 people living around Lyttelton 
Harbour and in Port Levy on Banks Peninsula.  About half live in the port town of Lyttelton.  (Please note that 
Lyttelton is misspelt several times throughout the document as “Lyttleton”.)  As defined in section 52 of the 
Local Government Act 2002, our role is "to represent, and act as an advocate for, the interests of our 
community". 
 
The topics raised in the report are of national importance but in this submission the Board has confined itself 
to those aspects of the report which it expects would have a direct effect on the Lyttelton/Mt Herbert 
community. 
 
The purpose of the report is stated to be a search for efficiency in the import and export of products.  This is 
defined as adapting regulations and procedures to attain the  lowest costs in the face of international 
competition. 
 
The Board welcomes the introduction, which states that the commission‟s aim is to improve the movement of 
goods “in a way that supports the overall wellbeing of New Zealanders”.  The paragraph, however, continues  
“The Commission’s view is that ... overall wellbeing is best served by promoting the economic efficiency of 
the logistics supply chain for New Zealand  importers and exporters (p3)”.  
 

Question 1:  Are there important issues that may be overlooked as a result of adopting an 
economic efficiency perspective for this inquiry? 

 
Answer:  The Board believes that the overall wellbeing of New Zealanders is not best served by an arbitrary 
focus on economic efficiency.  Issues which are likely to be overlooked include the social, economic and 
environmental wellbeing of port communities like ours.  When the Lyttelton Port Company strives for 
economic efficiencies it is often at the expense of the social and economic wellbeing of those living here.  
For example, to improve efficiency of port operations, Lyttelton Port Company demolished steps to an 
overbridge directly connecting the local ferry with Lyttelton shops and medical centre.  This had the effect of 
making it more difficult for local people to access community services.  
 
From the perspective of an importer or exporter, the key issue is the costs of the total supply chain. Logistics 
... is the process of efficiently moving goods from their point of production to their point of consumption.... 
Logistics management aims to meet consumer requirements at minimum cost (p5). 
 
As you note, the supply chain has an overseas component. In Lyttelton there have been repeated instances 
of  human rights abuses on foreign-owned ships in the port.  The Board believes a cause of the abuse  is the 
drive to cut costs. 
 

Question 2: Is the framework described in Section 3.2 appropriate for this inquiry? Are there any 
important issues that might be missed? 

 
Answer:  No, a framework which focuses solely on the economic efficiency of the freight system is unlikely to 
take account of the wider context within which freight activities occur.  In the case of the port at Lyttelton, 
most freight is transported to and from the port by road using Norwich and Godley Quays. Both these roads 
are part of the local community as well as serving the Port.   



 
 

 
In the case of Norwich Quay, truck movements now average 1,200 per day, with 1,000 of those being related 
to freight.  The fumes and noise from the trucks make it unpleasant to be on this waterfront road and limits 
the kind of development which is likely to occur on properties fronting onto the Quay.  The volume and speed 
of the heavy traffic makes it dangerous and frightening for people who have to cross the road for access to 
and from the public transport network.  These effects are unlikely to be even considered within a framework 
which only addresses freight-related economic efficiency. 
 
In Section 4, the report elaborates with remarks such as "it is difficult to be precise..." (p24), "one estimate 
suggests..." (p  ) and  "There is a lack of information..." (p25) etc.   
  
We endorse your view that “a large degree of geographical monopoly” (p25) exists for ports such as ours.  
 
We support increased use of rail, which you identify as the main enabler “of competition between ports” 
(p25). 
 
You identify three inter-related shortcomings: 
1.  That there are “too many ports” (p29) in New Zealand  
2.  That shipping lines “play off individual ports against each other in order to extract a large profit share” 

(p29) 
3.  That “the Commerce Act might also prevent mergers” (p30). 
 
In the section headed Port Ownership (p30) the report explores the economic efficiency implications of local 
authority ownership.  Your exposition follows: "the Local Government Act requires that local authorities 
balance multiple objectives (eg social and environmental as well as financial) in all their decision-making.  
This means, among other things, that the business performance of specific assets cannot be prioritised over 
other objectives.  There is therefore  a risk that local authority ownership under these LGA provisions will 
sometimes lead to decisions that are not conducive to long-term efficient operation of ports, either 
individually or viewed as a system.  Interviews with port-owning local authorities conducted by Rockport 
(2009) detected little evidence of a preparedness to subjugate regional interests to a perceived national 
interest by accepting a lesser role for the regional port." (p32).  
 

Question 15:  Has local-authority ownership of majority stakes in New Zealand’s commercial ports 
inhibited, enhanced or been neutral for the development of a more efficient and 
productive port sector? 

 
Answer:  It is neutral.  Lyttelton Port is kept at arms length from the Christchurch City Council through 
Christchurch City Holdings Ltd (CCHL).  It is the Boards opinion that CCHL's majority shareholding in 
Lyttelton Port Company has made no difference to the ports efficiency and productivity.  In the experience of 
the Board it is impossible to persuade Lyttelton Port Company to make any decision which its managers see 
as inconsistent with its short or long term operational efficiency. 
 
The Board takes the view that New Zealand‟s ports are the property of all New Zealanders and should 
operate in a way that supports the overall wellbeing of all New Zealanders. 
 
The Board accepts that the present competition between ports owned by local authorities may be inefficient, 
but this does not occur because they are publicly owned.  It has occurred because the Commerce Act sets 
up a competitive model which is inappropriate for natural monopolies like ports. 
 

Question 16: What changes in governance, regulations or ownership would offer the best means to 
improve port performance for exporters and importers? 

 
Answer: Retain the four outcomes mandated by the LGA, amend the Commerce Act, and retrieve central 
government control over all ports to enable rational planning for the country as a whole. 
 
Public authorities are correctly required to secure economic, social, cultural and environmental outcomes. 
There should be no conflict between these objectives and efficiency.  What is required is a coherent national 
strategy, guided by the central government, and design of infrastructure that meets the needs of all port 
users.  



 
 

 
Present regulation already mandates port companies to seek a narrowly „commercial‟ outcome. This in turn 
is interpreted as a need to pursue immediate quarterly returns rather than long-term objectives.  In our 
example, it would be unfair to accuse the Lyttelton Port Company of seeking social, cultural or environmental 
outcomes. 
 

Question 51: What changes in domestic transport institutions, policies and regulations might lead 
to the greatest improvements in the economic efficiency of the international logistics 
chain? 

 
Answer:  Provide incentives for rail and coastal shipping and disincentives for road transport. 
 
In Section 4.7, Domestic Freight, the report notes that rail is “a cheaper alternative to road freight in some 
instances particularly for long-distance bulk goods and imports and exports from the major ports” and that 
coastal shipping doesn‟t get the subsidies enjoyed by road transport.  The Board notes the 
acknowledgement that “coastal shipping imposes fewer environmental costs than rail and far fewer than road 
transport” (p49) 
 
Time in transport is not important for trade of bulk commodities. [Questions 53, 54]  This is correct. Even by 
the logic of the commission, the changes sought do not apply to Lyttelton. 
 

Question 55: Are there potential efficiency gains from vertical integration in New Zealand’s 
international sea freight services?  What are the disadvantages?  What might need to 
change in order to allow or encourage greater vertical integration? 

and 
 
Question 56: Are there potential efficiency gains from the vertical unbundling of specific 

components or activities in New Zealand’s international sea freight services?  What 
are the disadvantages? 

 
Answer: As you point out, local authority ownership prevents vertical integration.  We are concerned about 
the risks associated with vertical integration and vertical unbundling.  When combined with government 
policies to negotiate “free trade” deals and to privatise public assets, the result of vertical integration and 
vertical unbundling could be that control of New Zealand‟s goods transport, exports and imports, ends up 
with a single private interest, almost certainly a foreign transnational, with no interest in the overall wellbeing 
of all New Zealanders. 
 
In this context the likely result would be: 
  the closing of regional ports, and a subsequent decline in provincial economies,  
  increased heavy road traffic,  
  expropriation of profits to unaccountable foreign interests,  
  increased economic insecurity for local employees 
  further social and economic imbalance between the Auckland region and the rest of the country 
  increased tension between local communities and commercial operators 
 
None of these outcomes would be in the best interests of our community. 
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